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1. Introduction
Tlie srandard method used to determine successive approximations to the transport

coefficients from the Boltzmann equation of a single gas and ionized gases is that of
Chapman-Enskog (see for example [1]). The deviation from equilibrium of the distri-
bution function in this method is found as a solution of an integral equation that follows
from the Boltzmann equation.

Otlier method used is that of moments of Grad [2], where the deviation from equi-
librium of the distribution function is written in terms of the moments of the distribution
function. The transport coefficients are tlien obtained from the field equations of the
moments through an iterate scheme. For a single gas, successive approximations to the
transport coefficients were obtained in Refe. [3] and [4] from a (13-t-97V)-field theory, and
the proof of the equivalence between the two methods can be found in [4].

Recently [5] an alternative method for kinetic theory was proposed thar combines the
features of the Chapman-Enskog and Grad methods, but neither a solution of the integral
equation is needed nor the field equations of the moments are used. Like in the method
of Grad, the deviation from equilibrium of the distribution function is written in terms of
the moments of the distribution function, but the constitutive equations follow direct from
the Boltzmann equation through the Chapman-Enskog method. The aim of this work is
to apply the alternative method to ionized gases.

2. The alternative method
We denote by x and co. the position and the velocity of a particle of constituent n in

a mixture of ions o = / and electrons o = E of a fully ionized gas. A state of this mixture
will be characterized by the set of one-part ide distribution functions

/ . s/(x.c. i) (« = /.£) (1)

such that fa(x.cn. i)dxdc,, give;., at time t. the number of o particles in the volume element
dxdco around x and ca. The one-particle distribution function /„ obeys the Boltzmann
equation

of. .,'01, r,, , y/,, \* [ -fti
dt 'Ox, rnt, ' " 0('[ ~-" J " "

In Eq. (2) m,, and co denote the mass and electric charge of a particle of constituent o,
E, the electric field and B, the magnetic flux intensity. Also. gJ" = c' - c" is the relative
velocity of twr> particles before collision, b and ; are impact parameters, and the primes
refer to after collision velocities. Besides, /.' denotes /(x.c' ( . /) and so forth.

We base on the method of Grad and characterize a macroscopic state of the ionized
gas by the moments
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= / "ijjca. with
E

with «-1/*,</,*..

(3)

(4)

(5)

: = J
In the set of moments (3)-(6) ga denotes the mass density of constituent o. vt tin» velocity
of the mixture, Tthe temperature of the mixture, rf ., = p[, — \p'rr^tj rnt> pressure deviator,
J* the diffusion flux, and g'; the heat flux of constituent o in the mixture. Besides, g is the
mass density of the mixture. \ft the velocity of constituent o. k the Boltzmann constant.
C° = (?, — i/- and ̂ ° = c° — v, partial peculiar velocities. We haw supposed that the
constituents in the mixture are at the same temperature T.

According to the method of Grad we expand the distribution function in polynomials
of the peculiar velocity Ç* about a locally Maxwellian function /^°*. with the coefficients
related*to the moments (3)-(6), e.g..

where

f?m±t±
kT (S)

Now we apply the method of Cliapman-Enskog, insert Eq. (7) into the Boltzmaim
equation (2) neglect all non-linear terms and all derivatives of pi y J\\ and q*t. Therefore.
it follows by eliminating the time derivatives of ga, v,, and T

1 dpo _ 1 dp

godxk gdxk \jTÍ (.>"*, rn, '

< - — ÍJ" x B),
Q>

(9)

where £, and /^[oj are given by
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£i = E, + (v x B),.

and p is the pressure of the mixture

=//io)/i0' i - o,.) fbdbdsdc,. (10)

(11)
»=/ »=/

The multiplication of Eq. (9) by —Ç, and integration over all values of £t, leads to

1 dpa 1 dp
go dxk Q dxk L—4 n in . in

— (JJ x B), -
in

x B),

(12)
3=1 3=1

Also, the multiplication of Eq. (9) by -f- (

leads to
5 ÕT cj2 , .. _%

* ~ 2 ) >f a111^ i'lf^sration over all values of £a

, E E

L,<tr (13)

In Eqs. (12) and (13) i4OJ. F^. and HM are collision integrals and their expressions are
omitted here. If we know these integrals the constitutive equations for the heat flux <f[ and
for the diffusion flux J" of constituent n in the mixture can be obtained from the .system
of equations (12) and (13). On the other hand, the constitutive equation for the heat flux
q, and for the total electric current J, of the mixture in a linearized theory follow from

9.=

Hence, it follows from Eqs. (12)-(14)

(14)

0

J, = -atJ
"h "i,

rn, - c, mE

_ ü
d 1 '-1 y x j '

(15)

(16)

In the above equations H» — T(---^ - t}oj is the chemical potential, and tjo the specific

entropy of constituent a. Equation (15) represents the law of Fourier, while (16) the law
of Ohm. Kij is the thermal conductivity tensor, V7y the electric conductivity tensor, and
Qiji Q'lj denote coefficients of cross effects. These coefficients depend on the integrals Aoj,
F^, and Hol, .

Likewise the multiplication of Eq. (9) by ^ ^ V ) a«(l integration over all values of £,
leads to
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where L^ denote collision integrals. Once the integrals L^ are known, one ran obtain from
Eq. (17) the constitutive equation for the pressure deviator /*f.. of constituent o. Hence,
it follows the constitutive equation for the pressure deviator of the mixture p^ since in a
linearized theory it is given by

E

11=/

The final expression is

Equation (19) is the mathematical expression of the Navier-Stokes law with '/(y)(w) denoting
the shear viscosity tensor. The shear viscosity tensor is a function of the collision integrals
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